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Jesus Speaks to Luisa about her New Office. 
 

 
 

V12-February 13, 1919 
 

Continuing in My usual state, I was searching, and with anxiousness, for my 
always Lovable Jesus; and He, All Goodness, came and told me:  “Beloved daughter 
of My Volition Luisa, do you want to come into My Will to substitute in a Divine 
Manner for so many acts not done by our other brothers?  For many others done 
humanly; and for other acts, holy, yes, but human and not in the Divine Order?  I 
did everything in the Divine Order, but I AM not yet content; I want the creature to 
Enter into My Will and, in a Divine Manner, to come to Kiss My Acts, Dubstituting 
for everything, as I did.  Therefore, come - come; I long for it, I Desire it so much 
that I put Myself as though in Feast when I see that the creature Enters this Divine 
Sphere, and Multiplying herself Together with Me, she Multiplies in Everyone, and 
Loves, Repairs, Substitutes for all and for each one in a Divine Manner.  I no longer 
recognize human things in her, but All My Things.  My Love Rises and Multiplies; 
the Reparations Multiply to the Infinite; the Substitutions are Divine.  What Joy! 
What Feast!  The very Saints Unite with Me and make Feast, ardently waiting for 
a sister of theirs to Substitute for their own acts, Holy in the human order, but not 
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in the Divine Order.  They pray Me to let the creature Enter soon this Divine Sphere, 
and that all of their acts be Substituted only with the Divine Will, and with the 
Imprint of the Eternal One.  I did this for all; now I want you to do it for all.”  

And I:  ‘My Jesus, Your Speaking confounds me, and I know that You Alone are 
enough for everything; and besides, everything is Your Own.’  And Jesus:  “Surely I 
Alone AM enough for all; but am I not free to Elect one creature and, Together with 
Me, give her the Office and make her be enough for all?  And besides, what do you 
care if it is My Own Thing?  Can I perhaps not give you What is Mine?  This is all 
My Contentment - to give you Everything; and if you do not correspond to Me and 
do not accept it, you make Me discontent, and All of that Chain of Graces I have 
given you to bring you to this point of Calling you to this Office, you render 
defrauded.”  

I Entered into Jesus and did What Jesus was doing.  Oh! how I could see with 
clarity what Jesus had told me; with Him I remained Multiplied in everyone, even 
in the Saints.  But as I returned into myself, some doubts arose within me, and Jesus 
added:  “One Act Alone of My Will, even one instant, is Full of Creative Life, and one 
who contains this Life, in that instant, can give Life to everything, Preserve 
everything.  So, from this Act Alone of My Will the sun receives the life of the light, 
the earth preservation, the creatures Life.  Why do you doubt, then?  And besides, I 
have My Court in Heaven and I want another Court on earth.  Can you guess who 
will form this Court?”  

And I:  ‘The souls who will Live in Your Will.’  And He:  “Brava, they are 
precisely the ones who, without the shadow of interest and of personal sanctity, 
but Fully Divine, will Live for the Good of their brothers, and will form One Single 
Echo with Heaven.” 

Fiat Voluntas Tua! 
 
 


